ODE WRITING PROMPT

use your notes from discussion to create an Ode Poem

An ode is a type of poem or song that is focused on something or someone that is praiseworthy. The word ode comes from the Greek - aeidein - which means to sing or chant. Odes can show thankfulness.

STEP 1: CIRCLE ONE : SERIOUS POEM OR FUNNY POEM

STEP 2: WRITE DOWN THE PERSON OR OBJECT YOU LOVE

STEP 3: TALK DIRECTLY TO THE OBJECT OR PERSON. WRITE A FEW SENTENCES TO EXPRESS HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS PERSON OR THING. WRITE AT LEAST ONE SIMILIE OR METAPHOR

STEP 4: LIST ADJECTIVES THAT DESCRIBE YOUR OBJECT

   complete this sentence : When I see you
   complete this sentence : When I hear you
   complete this sentence : you smell
   complete this sentence : you taste
   complete this sentence : you feel